
DATA SHEET

Our IT Security Healthcheck can help you:

• Determine if a network has been compromised.

• Obtain results in a minimum of three weeks.

• Minimize the impact on your IT system resources

through a scalable and efficient process that

uses dissolvable scripts and a lightweight agent,

CylancePROTECT®.

• Assess cybersecurity compromises of Windows®,

macOS®, and Linux® operating systems.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE

With cyberattacks increasing both in quantity and 

sophistication, how can your organization know with 

certainty whether its defenses have been compromised? 

If so, how easily can the nature and extent of the breach be 

identified? How quickly can it be detected and remediated? 

Many organizations today lack the necessary visibility, 

toolsets, resources, and experience needed to answer 

these questions with confidence.

FREE PERSONALIZED IT SECURITY 
HEALTHCHECK

We help organizations of all sizes and in all industries 

identify cybersecurity risk and protect against cyberattacks. 

IT SECURITY HEALTHCHECK 
Are you feeling vulnerable?

https://www.blackberry.com/us/en/products/unified-endpoint-security/blackberry-protect


BlackBerry (NYSE: BB; TSX: BB) provides intelligent security software and services to enterprises 
and governments around the world. The company secures more than 500M endpoints including 
over 215M vehicles. Based in Waterloo, Ontario, the company leverages AI and machine learning 
to deliver innovative solutions in the areas of cybersecurity, safety and data privacy solutions, and 
is a leader in the areas of endpoint security, endpoint management, encryption, and embedded 
systems.  BlackBerry’s vision is clear - to secure a connected future you can trust.

For more information, visit BlackBerry.com and follow @BlackBerry.
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DELIVERABLES

At the conclusion of the IT Security Healthcheck, you will 

receive the following: 

• IT Security Healthcheck Report: If a past or current

compromise is detected, the IT Security Healthcheck

Report details the findings, including the nature of the

compromise, its extent and impact on your endpoints1 .

BENEFITS

• Free personalized IT Healthcare Report

• Backed by BlackBerry engineering

• Industry leading operational visibility

• Increase insight and empowerment

• Report card summary

IT HEALTHCARE PROCESS BLACKBERRY PARTNER CUSTOMER

BlackBerry partner and customer meet to discuss feasibility and 
identify process owners x x

BlackBerry builds tenant for the customer x

BlackBerry partner installs agent in production environment – 
runs for minimum of 14 days and a maximum of 4 weeks x x

BlackBerry runs the corresponding health check for the customer x

Joint review to guide through health check report and identify gaps x x

1  https://docs.blackberry.com/en/endpoint-management/compatibility-matrix/blackberry-ues-compatibility-matrix/BlackBerry-Protect-Desktop-agent

HOW TO GET STARTED

We will work closely with BlackBerry and your organization to implement the IT Security Healthcheck. It’s easy to get started and 

this offer is available to all – you aren’t required to be an existing BlackBerry customer. 

Contact CoMo Solution GmbH (info@como-solution.de or +49 9123-18 337-00) to begin your free assessment.

https://www.blackberry.com/us/en
https://twitter.com/BlackBerry
https://www.facebook.com/BlackBerry/
https://twitter.com/BlackBerry
https://www.linkedin.com/company/blackberry/
https://www.youtube.com/user/BlackBerry

